
Hello!



I am Danton Spina. 



I co-founded WhAT with 
this guy in 2006!



Many of you don’t know 
me...

...and that is AWESOME!





Why is that awesome?
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Because that means this amazing 
organization is continuing to grow 
and develop regardless of us!
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It is because of you that WhAT has
survived for so many years and why 
I believe it will continue to do so for 
a long time. 



This production is the end of an 
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being involved. 
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This production is the end of an 
ERA! 

This is the last WhAT show with 
people we directly mentored still 
being involved. (Alex can point those people out)

Because this group means so much 
to us, I wanted to take a minute to 
show you how it has changed over 
the years!
        Enjoy!



The amazing cast & crew has grown a lot!

[Many many years ago]
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The amazing cast & crew has grown a lot!

[Recently]



The set has also gotten more complex.

[Our first show]



The set has also gotten more complex.

[A few years ago]



And the Logo has certainly evolved.
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And the Logo has certainly evolved.
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The people are different...
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The people are different... but familiar!

[Recently]



The leadership is different...

[First Trio]



The leadership is different... but familiar!

[Current Trio]



We’ve always stored set pieces and props 
very neatly...



& we’ve always chalked the quad...



& we’ve always chalked the quad... HARD!



So what is the point of all of this?



We’re very close!



I wish you all the best and I hope you make 
as many great lifelong friends as I did in 
WhAT! Keep on producing hilarious shows!




